
Keeping our pupils safe
online: 
How safeguarding and
social media marketing  
can work hand-in-
hand’



Who am I? 
Founder, Attenger Digital - Social Media Marketing for Education

9 years digital & international marketing
Higher Education & Transnational Education



How to market your prep school
on social media, while keeping
pupils safe, parents informed…
and generating new enquiries!’
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Power of Social Media 

Pros Cons
Wide reach
Connectivity
Community
Expected ?
'Free'
'Meet' & find our audience

Wide reach
Connectivity
Bullying
Identity theft 



How can we do more on social
media, without losing the

essence of what we're currently
doing, and without using

identifiers?



Students were here today...

Students did this today...

We're proud of X child in Year 7 for...

Well done Lily D for.... at the.... sports event

Year 8 are on a trip to X location.... 

What are
identifiers?



AND:

Some parents don't want their
child featured.

What do we do?



Posting on Social Media 



Start
MARKETING on Social Media 



Why is Social
Media
Marketing
Important?

'New Google'

Over half IG users are 28-35 (Nursery
- Prep parents) 

Reach 1000s of people, multiple
audiences

3.81 BN users worldwide (4.41 BN
projected 2025)*

Grab attention, disruptive

Shows modernity & know-how 

Big results for relatively low budget

Trackable to the penny (ads) & insights



What do we
mean?

Defined strategy - goal & plan

Report, analyse, evaluate

Key messages

Branding & values

CTAs

Facilitate parent customer journey

*Sprinkled* with the day-to-day
activity 

Not posting lots of daily student
activities
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Not Stagnant
Broad, but defined (?!)

Serve an / multiple audiences
Aligned to your goals



Serve our
Audiences 
Current Parents

Alumni

Prospective Parents 



Content Designed
Specifically to Meet Your
Goals
Increase brand awareness

Retention & engagement

Lead generation 



Take them on the journey
Nurture them through the
funnel / flywheel
Warm up the lead; not cold 

sell 



When we do need to share  current pupil
activities*

Faces far away
Backs of heads
Professional photo shoots 
No names or year groups
No current or regular locations tagged
Private channels - Private FB groups, 'Close Friends' IG stories, private IG accounts,
other channels such as email
Consider alternative visuals - graphics, location shots, other key elements

*but want to protect the pupils' privacy/welfare 



Summary

No need to show more current pupil activities (may even hamper new enquiry-
gen)
Be creative around sharing current student activities
 Be innovative & strategic in our approach 
Broaden our social content to cater to prospective parent audiences 



Stop Posting on Social Media



Stop Posting on Social Media
Start Marketing on Social Media 



Stop Posting on Social Media
Start Marketing on Social Media 

@attengerdigital

efell@attenger.com


